ALL Levels will need:

Canyon Press, Inc: *Juilliard Repertory Library, Vocal 4 and Vocal 8*

All levels will also need:

A-440 tuning fork
Manuscript Paper

Some suggested materials to bring would include:

A 3-ring binder
Dividers
Paper or a laptop to take notes
Pens and pencils and a good quality eraser
Water Bottle
A large backpack for holding all material

LEVEL I

Texts:
**From the Zoltán Kodály Choral Method** (Boosey and Hawkes):

333 *Reading Exercises* (B&H 19977)* (please get the “Reading Exercises” rather than the “Elementary Exercises”)

*Bicinia Hungarica, Volume I*

Fox, Dan. *The Rhythm Bible*. Alfred 20381. (CD not needed)

Locke, Eleanor (ed.). *Sail Away: 155 American Folk Songs to Sing, Read, and Play*. Boosey and Hawkes, TXB-68.


LEVEL II

Texts:
**From the Zoltán Kodály Choral Method** (Boosey and Hawkes):

333 *Reading Exercises* (B&H 19977)

*Bicinia Hungarica, Volume I*

Fox, Dan. *The Rhythm Bible*. Alfred 20381. (CD not needed)


LEVEL III

Texts:
From the Zoltán Kodály Choral Method (Boosey and Hawkes):

333 Reading Exercises (B&H 19977)

Bicinia Hungarica, Volume I


